
            

  

                                                               

  

What exactly is SASRIA insurance and how does it protect     
against damage arising from protest actions? 

 How do we protect our businesses, vehicles and homes from criminality during unrest, riots and looting? We recently 

experienced severe instances of vandalism, caused by public disorder and insurers are well aware of these risks. South 

Africa has a history of political and social activism, and mass action can result in severe damage to property and losses in 

productivity and income. Sasria Insurance is specifically tailored to meet businesses` need for financial protection from 

such events. 

History of SASRIA Insurance 

SASRIA stands for the South African Special Risks Insurance Association. Since its formation in 1979 Sasria has been 

covering politically motivated riots. Over the years, this mandate has been extended to cover damage caused by non-

political riots, public disorder (including labour disturbances, civil unrest, strikes and lockouts). 

In short, SASRIA cover is designed to augment the insurance that is offered by insurers, but that is excluded on the basis 

of it being caused by extraordinary circumstances that the insurance companies are not prepared to assume the risk for. 

In order to obtain cover with Sasria, the customer must first have a conventional insurance policy for their business. Sasria 

will then provide add-on benefits to that insurance product and relevant Sasria claims on that policy are processed by the 

primary insurer. The Sasria premium amount is a small percentage of the premium amount paid over to conventional 

insurance entities. 

The encompassing goal of the company is to help nurture and support positive growth and change in South Africa by 

providing risk cover that offers surety in an unsure world. 

In President Ramaphosa's address he stated that "SASRIA has committed to expedite the payment of all valid claims, 

and is working together with private insurers to ensure that assessments are completed without delay.  Government 

will ensure that SASRIA is able to honour all of its obligations and will provide whatever support is necessary in this 

regard." 
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THIS AND THAT 
 

• Interest rates remain unchanged. As expected, the South African 
Reserve Bank’s (SARB) Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) 
decided to keep the repo rate unchanged at 3.5% at its meeting 
held on Thursday 22 July 2021. The prime rate remains at 7%. 

• Cape Town-based Biovac has signed an agreement to produce 
the Pfizer/BioNtech Covid-19 vaccine locally.  The company will 
make 100 million doses annually for distribution in 55 African 
countries.  

• WeBuyCars has confirmed that it has purchased the TicketPro 
Dome in Northgate, Johannesburg, which it will use to create one 
of the biggest second-hand car dealerships in the world. The 
Dome will be able to store approximately 1,500 vehicles. 

• Almost 700 000 South Africans have died over the past year. Life 
expectancy has declined for the first time in over two decades 
due to the Covid-19 pandemic. The total life expectancy at birth 
has dropped by 3.5 years, with males declining to below 60-
years-old at rates last recorded in 2014.  

• World hunger surged to 15 years high as virus stifled food access. 

• UK to spend £11 million to warn young people about risks in 
crypto investing. 

• Chinese electronics company, XIAOMI, shipped 83% more 
smartphones in the second quarter of 2021 versus the same 
period last year. Xiaomi has overtaken Apple as the 2nd biggest 
seller of smartphones in the world. Samsung remains number 1. 

• Norway’s largest pension fund, KLP, recently announced that it 
will no longer invest in 16 companies that have links to Israeli 
settlements in the occupied West Bank. 

• WhatsApp is South Africa’s most used social media platform, 
attracting 93,2% of internet users, followed by Youtube at 92,4% 
and Facebook at 86,7%. 

• Nike launches a sustainable PINEAPPLE based trainer range. 
Piñatex ‘leather’ is made using pineapple leaves and promises to 
have 95% renewable resources and enhanced material 
performance.  
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View the PW Harvey & 

Co YouTube Channel

 
To view, click here 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCsN6v7xImFEOpL1uPEbyvsg

